
•" Hosung Ahn

From: Jill McCarthy Umccarthy@usgs.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2007 11:11 PM
To: Hosung Ahn
Cc: sjohnson@octopus.wr.usgs.gov; egeist@usgs.gov
Subject: Re: Tsunami Project

Hosung,

We have not received from Jayne a RFP for tsunami work.
We got a draft RFP for the seismology work which Jayne then told me to "hold the presses" on because she couldn't
move forward on her end.
She promised to get back to us immediately but as of today we hadn't heard from her.
I believe Linda Pratt called her today to discuss things, as we're getting nervous here too.
I don't know if their conversation involved the tsunami piece - I suspect not.
I encourage you to meet with Jayne and discuss this with her - I don't believe she understand that you wanted to treat this
as a separate effort.
It is not part of our initial budget proposal that we send forward in September, which I think is what she's focused on now.

Jill
Jill McCarthy
USGS/Geologic Hazards Team
Golden, CO, USA

imccarthvyusqs.qov P.O. Box 25046, MS-966
Office: 303-273-8579 Denver Federal Center
FAX: 303-273-8583 Denver, CO 80225, USA

"Hosung Ahn" <HXA1(Znrc.ciov> To "Jill McCarthy" <imccarthv.usos..ov>

cc <sjohnsoncoctopus.wr.usqs..ov>, <eqeist•..usqs.qoV>
11/27/2007 02:55 PM Subject Tsuanmi Project

Hi Jill,

It was my great pleasure to meet with you and other USGS experts at the
orientation meeting. I think the meeting was well origanized and quite
successful. I especially thank all for many valuable comments and advice
on the hydrologic and tsunami issues at the meeting.

At the meeting, we presented many complicate regulatory rules and
processes, but the most important thing to the USGS is not the
regulation but the technicality for which I am convincing that USGS can
handle proficiently.

Before the Thanksgiving break, Jayne Halvorsen,' the contractor manager
at NRC, said that she placed the RFP for tsunami, but Sam notified me
today that he haven't got it yet. Please check and notify me the status
of the RFP.



I-.feel sorry to give you an extra burden for the tsunami stuff, but the
"r contracting system is set up on that way, and once the system is up and

run, it will go smoothly.

Best Regards,

Hosung Ahn
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRO/DSER/RHEB
Mail Stop T-7E18
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Phone: 301-415-1398
Fax: 301-415-6350
Email: HXAl@nrc.gov

>>> Jill McCarthy <jmccarthy@usgs.gov> 11/15/2007 9:31 PM >>>
Hi everyone,

Looks like somehow I managed to introduce a typo in the URL I sent you

sorry about that; I hate it when people do this to me, so I truly
apologize . Try the corrected address below instead:

ftp://ftpext.usgs.gov/pub/cr/co/golden/Jill/

Grab the folder called "NRC Training". If you have troubles, please
let
me know.

If you haven't returned your travel voucher to us for processing,
please
do so quickly so we can get these expenses rolled up into the next
monthly
billing cycle.

Thanks again,
Jill

Jill McCarthy
USGS/Geologic

Hazards
Team

Golden, CO, USA

jmccarthy@usgs.gov P.O. Box 25046, MS-966
Office: 303-273-8579 Denver Federal
Center
FAX: 303-273-8583 Denver, CO 80225,
USA
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